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The Cure presents the reader with a fascinating tale of scientific discovery, cold war intelligence agencies, and internecine competition within Soviet biomedical research institutes. In 1946 husband and wife Nina Kliueva and Grigorii Roskin announced the discovery of a treatment to dissolve cancerous tumors in mice. Clinical Trials for „KR“ named for its developers, suggested that it might work in humans as well. The discovery garnered massive media attention and research grants, heralding progress in Soviet-American scientific cooperation, but the ideological clash between Stalin’s Russia and the U.S. proved too much to bear for either Kliueva and Roskin or the scientific community. Labeled as ideological sinners and traitors to the people of the Soviet Union, Kliueva and Roskin’s treatment, KR seemed destined to languish. Recent Russian reporting states that research into KR has begun again, shedding light an otherwise shadowed era of cold war political maneuvering that affected every strata of the biomedical research community. The language in The Cure, while written by an experienced and sophisticated science writer, is
accessible to most adults without talking down to the initiated scientist or physician. It is extremely well documented and heavily illustrated with photographs, portraits, drawings, copies of handwritten letters and scientific notes, and official correspondence. Krementsov goes to extraordinary lengths to identify personages within large group photographs. The index is sufficient if not exhaustive. Anyone with an interest in the intersection between science, history, and politics will enjoy this work. The Cure is appropriate and recommended for University collections with Health Science programs as well as the History and Philosophy of Science.